Protecting customers and achieving regulatory compliancy
Age Appropriate Content Filtering
A Tier-1 Mobile Operator has been working closely with their government regulator to address concerns over minors’ access
to inappropriate internet content via mobiles, following several high visibility cases where children were harmed as a result
of accessing chat sites. In addition, the Operator was seeking to protect all subscribers from harmful spam and viruses
across the various traffic bearers that the client offers.
To meet this need, the client looked to AdaptiveMobile for their Content Filtering solution to provide control over the content
accessible by their subscribers. The result is a consistent protection across all appropriate services and bearers.

Overview
• The client is a leading operator in one of the largest cellular markets, has selected and implemented AdaptiveMobile’s Content Filtering to
protect subscribers against inappropriate content, spam and viruses.
• The solution is scaled to support traffic in excess of 10,000 transactions per second.
• The market uptake of LTE, 3G & HSDPA services is driving increased traffic volumes.
• Personalised protection policies are seen as a strong customer retention factor.
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owned handsets, there may be a need to ensure mobile data is

The Content Filtering solution is part of AdaptiveMobile’s Network
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Protection Platform, an integrated security platform for mobile
network operators. This product enables operators to control and
protect the content accessed by their subscribers. Using a variety
of filters and plug-in libraries, operators can assign individual
content security policies to subscribers or groups of subscribers.
The Network Protection Platform prevents mobile users receiving
unwanted messages, inappropriate content and viruses across IP,
SMS, MMS services and supports Mobile, IMS and Convergent
networks.

subject to the same Acceptable Use policies and control in place in

For other groups, such as children, there is an increasing desire to
limit access to adult content, and provide parental control over what
content and categories can be accessed by the handset.
The threat of viruses and spam to subscribers and customer care
cost as well as network infrastructure considerations from an
operators perspective are driving the adoption of anti virus and anti
spam with a consistent policy across all message bearers.
These developments pose a challenge for network operators who
need to be seen to be proactive on controlling access and flexible
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As the sophistication of mobile technology grows with data traffic
an increasingly important market, Mobile Operators face new
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The Network Protection Platform contains an optimised filtering

The Service is applied to all mobile data users with internet and / or

engine which can check content against a number of third party

WAP enabled mobiles as well as 3G/HSDPA datacards and covers

content rating databases, integrate with a variety of service control

the client’s recently launched WiMAX traffic. Each child subscriber

interfaces from a range of network equipment manufacturers

is also protected on messaging from words of profanity through

(including Cisco, Nortel and Ericsson), as well as support for

the MMS and Email filter that use the same policy as the content

multiple subscriber data stores (Oracle, LDAP and more) using

protection on web.

a selection of world-class security applications (from Websense,
SurfControl, McAfee, Symantec Rulespace and more).
The client has over 24 million subscribers, accounting for a 55%
share of its national market, with penetration levels over 70%.

The system integrates with the client’s Customer User Repository to
enable per-subscriber profiling.
To enable Child Protection or block Adult Content, the user can
simply dial a code on the handset, contact Customer Care or
enable the service at any approved Dealer. The user can also
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access their status on the client’s home portal. To access Adult

The client is providing a range of content protection levels aimed at

shop.

content or deactivate a Child Profile the subscriber needs to provide
their State supplied Identity number either to Customer Care or in a

protecting their entire subscriber base.
Child - A profile aimed at internet content suitable for under 14’s.
All content deemed inappropriate is blocked (e.g. Alcohol, Tobacco,
and Dating as well as words of profanity)
General - A broader range of internet content is accessible,
suitable for the general population. Access to adult content (Sex,
Pornography etc.) is blocked.
Adult - Open internet access
By default, users are allocated into a group providing access to
general internet content.

• According to a recent European survey over 90% of children
aged between 8 and 16 years old have viewed pornography
online
• The Network Protection Platform allows the subscriber to
choose what type of content is available to children and
teenagers and have full control over how and when the
services are available
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Head Office

For discussion of typical use cases, overview of AdaptiveMobile’s existing deployments

Ferry House, 48-52 Lower Mount Street, Dublin 2.
Contact: sales@adaptivemobile.com

or a full walkthrough of service provider experience, contact your local office:

Regional Sales Contact Numbers:
US, Canada, Latin America Sales: +1 972 377 0014
UK Sales: +44 808 120 7638
Middle East Sales: +97144 33 75 83
Africa Sales: +27 83 7044111
Asia Sales: +66 89 87 42 32
European Sales: +353 (1) 524 9000

Regional Operational Support
Contact Numbers:
UK: +44 208 114 9589
Ireland: +353 1 514 3945
France: +33 975 180 171
India: 000-800-100-7129
US, Canada, Latin America: +1 877 267 0444

www.adaptivemobile.com

www.adaptivemobile.com/contact-us
About AdaptiveMobile
AdaptiveMobile is the world leader in mobile security protecting over one billion subscribers worldwide and
the only mobile security company offering products designed to protect all services on both fixed and mobile
networks through in-network and cloud solutions. With deep expertise and a unique focus on network-tohandset security, AdaptiveMobile’s award winning security solutions provide its customers with advanced
threat detection and actionable intelligence, combined with the most comprehensive mobile security
products available on the market today. AdaptiveMobile’s sophisticated, revenue-generating security-asa-service portfolio empowers consumers and enterprises alike to take greater control of their own security.
AdaptiveMobile was founded in 2003 and boasts some of the world’s largest mobile operators as customers
and the leading security and telecom equipment vendors as partners. The company is headquartered
in Dublin with offices in the North America, Europe, South Africa, Middle East and Asia Pacific.

